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    Abstract

        
            The TREAT facility was designed and built in the 1950s to provide a transient reactor for conducting safety experiments on reactor fuels. Throughout its almost 40-year history, it has proven to be a safe, reliable, and versatile facility, compiling a distinguished record of successful experiments. Several major improvements to the facility have been made, including an expansion of the building and of equipment handling capability, and enlargement of the access hole above the core, rearrangement of the reactor's control rods to provide more-uniform flux profiles, installation of improved reactor computer-control systems, a feedback system that safely allows real-time changes in power transients depending upon events occurring in the experiment, and several upgrades in the fast neutron hodoscope for improved experiment-fuel-motion diagnostics. The original TREAT fuel is still in use, however, since it appears to have no degradation from its many years of service.
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                    Experimental capabilities of the TREAT facility

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Crawford, D; Swanson, R; Deitrich, L; ...  - Transactions of the American Nuclear Society
                            

                    The Transient Reactor Test (TREAT) facility was designed and built in the 1950s to provide a transient reactor for conducting safety experiments on reactor fuels. Throughout its almost 40-yr history, it has proven to be a safe, reliable, and versatile facility, compiling a distinguished record of successful experiments. Several major improvements to the facility have been made, including an expansion of the building and of equipment-handling capability, an enlargement of the access hole above the core, rearrangement of the reactor`s control rods to provide more uniform flux profiles, installation of improved reactor computer control systems, a feedback system that safelymore » allows real-time changes in power transients depending on events occurring in the experiment, and several upgrades in the fast neutron holoscope for improved experiment-fuel-motion diagnostics. However, the original TREAT fuel is still in use because it appears to have no degradation from its many years of service. TREAT has not only a distinguished history of producing significant safety experiment results but also a future expected to last well into the 21st century. It provides a safe, reliable, versatile, and economical facility for testing of high-burnup LWR elements, CANDU reactor elements, and innovative fuel element designs for reactors of the future. It is anticipated that the utilization of TREAT will continue to provide significant data supporting safe nuclear power generation to meet the world`s growing need for clean production of electricity.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Upgrading of TREAT experimental capabilities

                    
                        Conference
                            Dickerman, C; Rose, D; Bhattacharyya, S
                            

                    The TREAT facility at the Argonne National Laboratory site in the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory is being upgraded to provide capabilities for fast-reactor-safety transient experiments not possible at any other experimental facility. Principal TREAT Upgrade (TU) goal is provision for 37-pin size experiments on energetics of core-disruptive accidents (CDA) in fast breeder reactor cores with moderate sodium void coefficients. this goal requires a significant enhancement of the capabilities of the TREAT facility, specifically including reactor control, hardened neutron spectrum incident on the test sample, and enlarged building. The upgraded facility will retain the capability for small-size experiments of the typesmore » currently being performed in TREAT. Reactor building and crane upgrading have been completed. TU schedules call for the components of the upgraded reactor system to be finished in 1984, including upgraded TREAT fuel and control system, and expanded coverage by the hodoscope fuel-motion diagnostics system.« less
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                    Transient Testing of Nuclear Fuels Performed in the Original Operation of TREAT (2nd ed.)

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Wright, A.; Tomchik, C.
                            

                    This report provides summary information on experiments performed in the Transient Reactor Test Facility (TREAT) during its original operation from 1959-1994, and more specifically, before the TREAT core was upgraded at the end of the 1980s. The tests performed since about 1970 are summarized in considerable detail. Earlier tests are noted by their designated series and by some parameters that help to identify and distinguish each series from the others. The detailed summary descriptions are intended to help inform future researchers regarding the large, historical, empirical data base generated from that 35-year span during which hundreds of TREAT experiments weremore » performed to investigate and demonstrate the transient behavior of a wide variety of nuclear fuels during severe off-normal and accident conditions -- using direct nuclear heating of the test samples. That empirical basis is foundational and valuable for guiding future qualification and safety evaluation of improved fuel designs and for future transient test planning and performance in TREAT. Since Edition 1 of this report, descriptions of the following test series have been added: D, E, EOS, F, H, J, R, RX, and S.« less
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                    ATF Transient Prescription Tests in TREAT

                    
                        Program Document
                            Baker, Benjamin; Parry, James; Holschuh, Tommy; ... 
                            

                    EXECUTIVE SUMMARY The Transient Reactor Test facility (TREAT) was constructed in the late 1950’s and provided thousands of transient irradiations before being placed in standby mode in 1994. In 2017, it resumed operation in order to reclaim its crucial role in nuclear-heated safety research. TREAT is a transient reactor where inherently-safe core physics, a nimble transient rod drive system, and a philosophy of continual facility improvement work together to enable flexible power maneuvers for fuel safety research. While the facility’s flexible design and multi-mission nature saw historic experiments for numerous transient types, TREAT was not specifically adapted to optimize ormore » demonstrate its full performance capability for Light Water Reactor (LWR) postulated accidents including Hot Zero Power Reactivity Initiated Accidents (HZP-RIA) and Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCA). The physics of HZP-RIA drive very brief pulses with fairly large energy excursions. TREAT is currently capable of approaching HZP-RIA pulse widths through transients initiated on a large step insertion of reactivity and terminated shortly thereafter by rapid re-insertion of the transient rods (“clipping”). LOCAs are postulated to occur quite differently, starting from normal power operations followed by a long period of lower power decay heat. TREAT is able to simulate LOCA events with an initial flattop transient for tens of seconds, followed by a sizeable power reduction, to a longer segment where specimen fission heating represents internal decay heat generation. Two reactor physics testing campaigns were undertaken to address the HZP-RIA type transients, neither of which had been performed in any great measure historically to address data gaps in the timing, repeatability of clipping and effect of dynamic transient rod motions on core-to-specimen fission power coupling. The first campaign, referred to as the Accident Tolerant Fuel (ATF) transient prescription tests, employed dosimeters in the core to characterize the effect of rod motions on specimen power coupling for clipped, unclipped, and low-level steady state operations each with approximately the same moderate core energy release. This campaign was accompanied by efforts to measure dosimetry and compare results to analytic predictions. The other HZP-RIA campaign, referred to as Narrow Pulse Width (NPW) transient prescriptions, employed higher step insertions with increased core energy release to demonstrate TREAT’s capability in achieving the narrowest-possible pulse width. Additionally, a series of LOCA transient prescriptions were also performed to demonstrate how well TREAT could perform long-duration shaped transients. Both NPW and LOCA transient prescriptions did not include dosimeters but used existing plant power instrumentation to produce transient power data. All three transient prescription campaigns were successfully carried out in TREAT. The ATF-3 transient prescriptions showed that TREAT can perform clipped transients with remarkable repeatability. Measurement and modeling both showed that the power coupling in small, fissile dosimeters does not change by more than 8% between clipped, unclipped, and steady state runs while uncertainty sources in both the modeling and measurement methods were identified and found to be on the order of 20% in total. Overall, the ATF-3 transient prescription tests were successful in determining repeatability and consistency of dosimeter power coupling, developing processes for modeling and measuring this crucial parameter, and demonstrating the need for continued efforts in transient prescription work at TREAT in support of future experiment design and post test data interpretation. The NPW and LOCA transient prescriptions were also successfully performed to exhibit TREAT’s capability for these important LWR accident categories. The NPW transients showed pulse widths of ~90 ms, which were the narrowest ever achieved in TREAT to date and relevant for the upper end range of HZP-RIA simulation. This effort provided crucial data for calibrating kinetic models to be used in enhanced pulse-narrowing strategies in upcoming irradiations. Similarly, The LOCA transient prescriptions showed that TREAT can simulate the needed nuclear heating and event time scales for LOCA fuel safety research and provided essential data for future experiment design.« less
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                    Capabilities development for transient testing of advanced nuclear fuels at TREAT

                    
                        Conference
                            Woolstenhulme, N.; Baker, C.; Bess, J.; ... 
                            

                    The TREAT facility is a unique capability at the Idaho National Laboratory currently being prepared for resumption of nuclear transient testing. TREAT is an air-cooled reactor where the driver core is made up of urania dispersed in graphite blocks and encapsulated in zirconium alloy cans. In addition to the reactor itself, the foundation for TREAT's capabilities will also include a suite of irradiation vehicles and supporting infrastructure to provide the desired specimen boundary conditions while supporting a variety of instrumentation needs. Although TREAT historically supported all kinds of nuclear fuels, including LWR's, SFR's, space nuclear propulsion, research reactor plate-type fuels,more » and even fuels for use in the driver core of other transient test reactors, the majority of TREAT's more-recent experiment programs revolved around SFR's and sodium-environment test capsules and loops. MK-series loop experiment-specific test trains could be outfitted with a variety of instruments to monitor test and specimen conditions while the fast neutron hodoscope collected information about fuel movement before, during, and after transient excursions. The SERTTA (Static Environment Rodlet Transient Test Apparatuses) devices will be general purpose vehicles capable of providing inert gas, water (up to PWR conditions), steam, or perhaps even molten sodium environments within vessel-like capsules. The Multi-SERTTA vehicle design is particularly novel as it makes use of the full active core length in TREAT to test four small rodlets (∼12 cm length), each within its own hermetic boundary, it will be capable of housing pre-irradiated fuel specimens. Additional modules and adaptations of Multi-SERTTA will enable rapid loop pressure blowdown to simulate LOCA conditions. The Super-SERTTA, akin to the Multi-SERTTA will offer more possibilities for simulating transient phenomena.« less
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